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Abstract. We present some simple conditions for a module to be injective in

certain situations. Injective modules over bialgebras often have the additional

structure of module algebras, and our results can be used to give some explicit

examples. In particular, we construct such a module algebra for the quantum

group Oi(SL(2)). Our results can also be used to describe the Hopf algebra

duals of 0?(SL(2)) and related Hopf algebras.

0. Introduction

In this paper we present some easily checked conditions for a module to be
injective and give some applications to Hopf algebra duality. We refer to [McR]
and [A] for unexplained terminology.

We denote the injective hull of a (right) module A over a ring 5 by Es (A).
The first situation we consider is where R is a subring of a Noetherian ring S
such that S - R®I for an ideal I of S with the AR (Artin-Rees) property. If A
is an injective i?-module, we can regard A as an 5-module via the isomorphism

S = R/I. In this case we give an explicit description of Es(A) in the corollary
of §1.1.

Now suppose a is an automorphism of the Noetherian ring R, and let
5 = R\y ; c] be the skew polynomial ring, that is, the ring of polynomials in

y subject to the relations ry = ya(r) for r £ R. Note that y is a normal
element of S, and so I = yS has the AR property by [McR, 4.1.10]. Clearly
S = R © /, so the last paragraph applies in this situation.

Motivated by this example we next consider the case where S has a normal

element x, but the ideal I — xS is not necessarily complemented by a subring.
In this case for an injective (Sfl)-module A we do not have such an explicit

description of Es (A), but we give instead in the theorem in §2.1 a test for a
right 5-module to be isomorphic to ES(A). This test can be used inductively
if / is a polynormal ideal.
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Part of the motivation for our study of injective modules comes from Hopf

algebra duality. Here we are concerned with Hopf algebras H which satisfy

the following conditions:

( 1 ) Every finite-dimensional simple //-module is one dimensional.

(2) The augmentation ideal m of H is polynormal.

Examples of such Hopf algebras include the coordinate ring Oq(SL(n)) of

quantum SL(«).

For f £ H* and s £ H, we denote the value of s under / by (f\s). We

regard H° c H* as right //-modules by defining (f-r\s) = (f\rs) for f £ H*,
r,s £ H.

We review some general results from [CM].

Proposition. Let H be a Noetherian Hopf algebra satisfying conditions (I), (2)

above, and let C = H° . Then:

(a) The module E = En(H¡m) is a locally finite-dimensional H-module.

(b) The dual C = H° contains a copy of E, and we have as right H-modules

C = E ®C0 where C0 is the coradical of C.

These results are illustrated explicitly here for the case H = Oq(P) where

P is a "Borel subgroup" of SL(2) in §3.3 and for the case H = 09(SL(2)) in

[CM, §4].
In many cases EH(H/m) can be embedded as a submodule algebra in H°.

For example, if H is commutative and Noetherian, then EH(H/m) is isomor-

phic as an //-module to the hyperalgebra //' = {/ G H*\f(m") = 0 for some
n}. This is well known and follows from the corollary in §1.1. However, we

show that if H = Oq(SL(2)), then EH(H/m) is not isomorphic to a submodule

algebra of H°.
In this connection the following result from [CM, Proposition 1.7 and The-

orem 3.3] is also relevant.

Theorem. Let H be a bialgebra over an algebraically closed field, and let E be

the unique maximal locally finite-dimensional submodule of En(H/m). Then:

(1) E can be given the structure of an H-module algebra.

(2) If H is cocommutative, then E is isomorphic to a submodule algebra

ofH°.

Special cases of the theorem are given in [L] and [M].

The significance of the theorem is that it gives an approach to the study of

finite-dimensional //-modules. Indeed, if W is any (locally) finite-dimensional

//-module, then by [CM, Lemma 1.3] W is isomorphic to a submodule of

soc(W) ® E, where soc(W) is the socle of W. Thus the study of finite-

dimensional //-modules reduces in some sense to the study of the simple mod-

ules and the study of E. Now if E is a module algebra, its module structure is

determined by the module action on the algebra generators of E. Furthermore,

if (as is often the case) E is a finitely generated algebra, these generators are
contained in a finite-dimensional submodule of E.

We illustrate these ideas by giving an explicit construction for En(H/m) as

a module algebra when H = 09(SL(2)).

If H — Uq(sl(n)) where q is not a root of unity and the characteristic of the

ground field is not 2, the Hopf algebra dual H° is described in [T, Theorem
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5.8]; see also [APW, §12] for a related result. A basic fact that is used here is

the complete reducibility of finite-dimensional //-modules. Thus H° can be

calculated from the coefficient functions of finite-dimensional simple modules.

If H = Oq(SL(n)), this method is no longer available. However, the methods

introduced in this paper and in [CM] may still be used to calculate H°.

Results on Hopf algebra duality have various applications in the theory of
quantum groups. For example, they are used in the construction of the Drinfeld

double [D, R] and in the determination of the primitive ideals in Cq[G] [HL].

1. Preliminary results and examples

1.1. If / is an ideal of a ring S, R = S/I, and A is an injective .R-module,
we wish to find an explicit description of Es (A) in certain cases. The question
of what constitutes an "explicit description" raises issues in mathematical logic
which we do not address here; see [K, 3.1] for some discussion.

In a special case there is a functorial solution to our problem. If A is an R-
module, we denote the product of elements a £ A, r £ R, by a-r to distinguish

it from other products that will occur later. If A is an .R-module and R a

subring of S, then HomÄ(5', A) is an S-module via the rule (f-s)(t) = f(st)
for s, t £ S and / G HomÄ(S, A). If B is an S-module, we set F¡(B) =
{b £B\b-In = 0 for some n) .

The first results are well known. The proofs given in [SV, Lemma 2.13] and

[H, Lemma III.3.2] may be easily adapted.

Proposition, (i) If R is a subring of S and E is an injective R-module, then
Hom^S, E) is an injective S-module.

(ii) If I is an ideal of the Noetherian ring S with the AR property and E is

an injective S-module, then F¡(E) is an injective S-module.

Corollary. Suppose that R is a subring of the Noetherian ring S and that S =

R © / where I is an ideal with the AR property. If A is an injective R-module,

then r/(HomÄ(S, A)) a ES(A).

Proof. The proposition shows that r^Hom^S1, A)) is injective. We note that
A = HomR(R, A) = annHom^s,A) I which is a submodule of F¡(HomR(S, A)).

Given / G r7(HomÄ(S, A)), f / 0, choose n so that /(/") # 0 = f(In+1).
There exists x £ I" such that f(x) ^ 0, and we have f • x £ annHoms(s,A) / •

Hence, r/(Hom«(5, A)) is an essential extension of annH0mÄ(s,A)/> and this
gives the result.

1.2. Now let a be an automorphism of the Noetherian ring R, S — R[y; a]
the skew polynomial ring, and I — yS.

For an injective .R-module A, we give a description of Es(A). This extends
the construction given by Northcott [N] of the injective hull of a simple module

over a polynomial ring using "inverse polynomials".

As an .R-module we have S = ($)n>0Ryn ■ Let AYn - {aYn\a £ A} be an

isomorphic copy of A as an abelian group, and define a new action of R on

AYn by setting aYn • r = a • an(r)Yn , for a £ A, r £ R. We make the direct

sum A+ = @n>0AY„ into an S-module by aYn -y = aYn_x for n > 1 and

aY0-y = 0. Then we have an isomorphism of 5-modules T/(Horns(/?> A)) —»

A+ sending / to £f(yH)YH.

Corollary. If A is an injective R-module, then A+ = Es (A).
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2. A TEST FOR INJECTIVITY

2.1. Let xx,..., x„ be a normalizing sequence in the Noetherian ring S, and
set M, = 53/« XjS. In many situations we can show injectivity of a right S-

module E by showing by reverse induction on i that anng M¡ is an injective

(S/Af,)-module. This strategy essentially reduces the problem to the case where

n = 1, M — xS, x is a normal element, and ann£ M is an injective (S/M)-
module.

We say that an S-module E is divisible by x £ S provided whenever e' is

an element of E such that r-ann(x) ç anns(e'), there is an element e of E

such that ex = e'. It is well known that any injective module is divisible by

every element of S.
If E is an injective module over a ring S, then ann£ / is an injective (S//)-

module for any ideal of S [SV, Proposition 2.27].
In certain situations these two conditions can be used to show injectivity.

Theorem. Let x be a normal element in a Noetherian ring S, M = xS, and

E a right S-module such that ann¿ M is an essential submodule of E. Then

E is injective if and only if

(1) ann^M is an injective (SfM)-module, and
(2) E is divisible by x.

2.2. Lemma. Let M be an ideal in a Noetherian ring S with the AR property,

and let E be an S-module such that ann£ M is essential in E. Then E is
injective provided annE M" is an injective (S/Mn)-module for all n.

Proof. Let / be a right ideal of S and f : I —> E a module homomorphism.

Since /(/) is a finitely generated submodule of E, we have f(I)M" = 0 for

some n by the AR property. Again by the AR property we can find m > n
such that / n Mm C IMn . Hence, /(/ n Mm) = 0 and / induces a map
g : //(/nMm) —► ann# Mm which extends to a map g : S/Mm —► ann¿ Mm by

hypothesis. Composing g with the natural map S —► S/Mm we obtain a map

extending /.   D

2.3. Proof of the Theorem. Suppose conditions (1) and (2) of the theorem

in §2.1 hold. By Lemma 2.2 it suffices to show that annEM" is an injective

(S/M")-module for all n . We use induction on n . The case n = 1 is assumed.

Suppose that ann^ M" is an injective (S/M")-module, and set P = {s £ S\xs £
Mn+l} . Then Mn+l ç M" ç P, so

ann£ P ç ann£ M" ç ann^ Mn+i.

By [SV, Proposition 2.27], ann£ P is an injective (S/P)-module. We next es-

tablish a divisibility condition for the (S/A/n+1)-module ann£A/"+1. Namely,

suppose e' £ ann£ P is given. Then xs = 0 implies s £ P, so e's = 0. There-
fore, there exists e £ E such that ex — e'. Also eMn+[ ç exMn = e'M" = 0,
so e £ annEMn+l.

In order to show that annE Mn+1 is an injective (S/Mn+^-module we can

now assume that Mn+l = 0 and use this modified divisibility condition.

Suppose / is a right ideal of S and / : / —► E is a module homomorphism.

Set J = {s £ S\xs G /}. Define a map g : J -> E by g(s) - f(xs). If
5 G J r\ P, then xs £ xP = 0, so g(s) = 0.  Since JP Q J n P, we have
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g(J)P = g(JP) = 0. Hence, g induces a map h : J ¡(J (IP)-» ann£ P
which extends to a map h : S/P —► ann# P by hypothesis. We can view h as
a map from S to ann^ P with h(s) = g(s) for s £ J. By the divisibility

condition established above we can choose an e £ E with ex = h(l). Now

define k : S —► E by k(s) - es for s £ S. If s £ I n xS, write s = xr;
then r £ J and k(s) — exr = h(r) = g(r) = f(s). Hence, k - f induces a

map k - f : 1/(1 nxS) -* ann^xS. By assumption ann^xS is an injective

(S/xS)-module. Thus, k — f extends to a map / : S/xS —> ann¿ xS, and we

view / as a map from S to E. Then it is easily seen that / = k - I : S —> E

extends the original map /.

3. Injective modules over bialgebras

3.1. Let H be an algebra over a field F, and //* = HomF(H ,F).U e:H-*
F is an algebra homomorphism with Kere = m, then Fe is an //-submodule

of H* isomorphic to H/m . It is well known that //* is an injective //-module

and hence //* contains a copy of E¡¡(H/m). We give an explicit embedding

of EH(H/m) into H*.
Suppose that D is any essential extension of the //-module Fe with basis

{va\a £ A} where v0 = e. If d £ D, we define gd £ H* by (gd\s) - a0

where d • s = Y, aa^a ■ The map 0 : D -> H* defined by 4>(d) = g¿ is a
homomorphism of //-modules. Moreover if d ^ 0, then since d • H is an

essential extension of Fe, we have d • s = e for some d £ H, and hence

(gd\s) ¥" 0- Hence, <¡> is one-to-one. Note also that if D is finite dimensional,

then DI = 0 for some ideal / of finite codimension in H and so the image

of tp is contained in H°.

3.2. Now suppose H is a bialgebra over F with comultiplication A and

counit e . Then H* becomes an algebra with identity \¡¡- = e , whose product

is determined by the equation

(fg\s) = Yi(f\sw)(s\S(2))
(s)

for f, g £ H*, s £ H. Here we use the "sigma notation"

A(5) = 5^S(1)®S(2).
(s)

Now H° is a subalgebra of //* and, in fact, is a bialgebra. The applications

of our work on injective modules to the study of H° are based on the next

result.

Lemma. If T is a right H-submodule of H°, then T = H° if and only if

(1) soc(T) = soc(H°), and
(2) T is injective in the category of locally finite-dimensional right H-

modules.

Proof. By [G, (1.5a)] T is injective as a left //°-comodule. However, the

category of left //°-comodules is equivalent to the category of locally finite
dimensional right //-modules, [A, p. 126]. Now if conditions (1) and (2) hold,
then T is a direct summand of H as a right //-module by injectivity. Since

soc(T) = soc(//°), we must have T = H° .   D
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3.3. Now consider the "quantum group" Oq(SL(2)) (see [Ma]), that is,

Oq(SL(2)) = F[a, b, c, d] with relations

ba = qab,       ca = qac,       db — qbd,       dc-qcd,

be = cb,       ad - da — (q~x - q)bc,       ad-q~lbc=\.

We can make Qj(SL(2)) into a Hopf algebra by defining

A(a) = a ® a + b ® c,       A(b) = a®b + b ®d,

A(c) = c®a + d®c,       A(d) = c ® b + d ® d ;

e(a) = e(d) = l,       e(b) = e(c) = 0;

S(a) = d,       S(d) = a, S(b) = -qb,       8^) = ^-^.

The normal element c generates a Hopf ideal in 0?(SL(2)), and the factor

algebra with respect to this ideal may be regarded as the coordinate ring Oq(P)
of the "quantum Borel subgroup" P of SL(2).

For the remainder of this section let H = Oq(P) and m = Kere. We give de-

scriptions of En(H/m) and H° . We assume the basefield F has characteristic
zero.

Denoting the images of d, b in H by x, y, respectively, we have H =

F[x±l, y] with the relation xy = qyx . Thus, H = R\y ; a], a skew polynomial

ring where R = F[x, jc-1] and a is the automorphism of R given by a(x) =
qx.

The comultiplication, counit, and antipode of H are given by

A(x)=x®x,        A(y) =y ®x + x~l ®y,

e(x)=l,       e(y) = 0,       S(x) = x~l,       S(y) = -qy.

Now H has a basis consisting of monomials yjxk , so we may define elements

X and Yn of H" by

(X\yJxk) = kS0J    and   (Yn\yJXk) = ônJ.

Under the action of H on H* given in the introduction we find that

X-x = X+l,        X-y = 0,        Yn-x = qnYn,Yn-y=Yn_x    if n > 0.

From these relations X, Y„ generate finite-dimensional submodules of H*,

and so X, Yn £ C = H° . Note that Y0 = \ £ C.
For X £ F* we define grouplike elements gy £ C with Kerg^ = y H +

(x - X)H and let G = {gx\X £ F*}.
We denote the subspace of C spanned by the elements Y„ (resp. Xm Y„ )

by D (resp. E).

Proposition. With the above notation:

(1) D and E are subalgebras of C = H°. Moreover, D is an algebra of
q-divided powers and E = D[X ; ô] a skew polynomial ring defined by

gX-Xg = ô(g) where ô is the derivation of D given by S(Y„) = 2nY„ .
(2) E is a right H-submodule of C and is isomorphic to E¡¡(Hlm).
(3) C is a crossed product C = E*G.
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Proof. Define for nonnegative integers m < n

[0], = 1,        [n]q = (q"-q-n)/(q-q~l)    if n > 1,

Wq = [n]q[n-\]q ■■■[%,

A routine induction shows that

699

[n]\q

[m]lq[n- m]\q

à(yj) = ¿

(=0

y'x' J ®yJ 'xl.

Hence,

A(yJxk) = ¿

¡=o

yixi~j+k®yi-ixi+k.
-"i

It follows by induction on m that (Xm\yJxk) = o0¡km , and then we find

(XmYn\yJxk) = ¿ [-¡l   (Xm\y,xt-J-*)(Y„\y'-txt+k) = SnJ(k - n)m.

i=0

Using similar calculations we can check that the following relations hold in C :

Y„X-XYn = 2nYn * m *n
m + n

m lm+n >

YHgx = ¿2"gX Yn , gkX = Xgi , gxgß = gXfi■

We claim that the elements Xm Y„ of C are linearly independent. Indeed if

¿2m,n UmnXmYn = 0, then evaluating on yJ'xk we obtain £w amj(k - j)m = 0

for all j, k, so the claim follows using vanderMonde determinants. Part ( 1 )
now follows.

Using the fact that C is an //-module algebra we easily see that

(XmY„) • x = qn(X + \)mYn = r • an(x)Yn ,

(XmYn)-y = (X-\)mYn-X.

We have annE(yH) = F[X], and this is an injective (H/yH)-module. Also E

is divisible by y . Thus by the theorem in §2.1, E = E¡¡(H/m), proving (2).
As a right //-module C = E ® EG by the proposition in the introduction.

We sketch the proof. For X £ F*, Eg¿ = E®Fg¿ as a right //-module, and by
[CM, 1.3] this module is the injective hull of Fgx . Now the sum T = ¿2 Egy is
direct since the socles of the modules Egy and Eg^ are nonisomorphic when

X t¿ p. Thus, T is injective as a right //-module. We have soc(T) = soc(C) =

¿ZFgx > and thus T = C by the lemma in §3.2. From the relations established
above C is a crossed product C = E*G.

To complete the description of C as a Hopf algebra we compute Ac, £c >
and Sc ■ Set K = gq . We have

AC(X) = X® 1 + 1® JT,
n

Ac(Y„)=1£^{'"i)K{n~i}Y^Y"-i'

i=0

ec(X) = 0,        ec(Y„) = ô„0,        SC(X) = -X.
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For example, the formula for Ac(Yn) follows by computing

(Yn\yjxkyrxs) = J2q^-HK{n-i)Yi\yJxk)(Yn-i\yrxs) = SnJ+rqkr.

i=0

Finally Sc(Yn) may be found inductively using

n

0 = ec(Yn) = Y,4i{n~i)Ki"~i)Yis(Yn-i)    if" > 0.   D
1=0

Remark. If the field F has positive characteristic, there is a similar structural
result using divided powers of X.

3.4. Now let H = 0,(SL(2)) and m = Kere. We show that E = EH(H/m)
can be given the structure of an //-module algebra. However, E is not isomor-

phic to a submodule algebra of H° . We assume for simplicity that q £ F-{0}

is not a root of unity and that F has characteristic 0.

To construct E as a module algebra we use the following result.

Lemma. Let H be a bialgebra and V a (right) H-module. Then the action of

H on V extends in a unique way to an action on the tensor algebra T = T(V),

making T into an H-module algebra. Suppose that H is generated as an

algebra by a subspace W such that A(W) ç W® W. If J is the two-sided ideal
of T generated by elements {xy\y £ F}, then T/J inherits the structure of an

H-module algebra provided xy -w £ J, for all y G F and all w £ W.

Proof. It is well known that T(V) has a unique //-module algebra structure.

It is enough to show that J is an //-submodule of T(V). This follows since

for r, s £ T and w £ W we have

(rXyS) -W =^2r ' w(l)Xy ' W(2)S • 10(3) € J.

(w)

Now let V be the H = Oí(SL(2))-module with basis A, B, C, I and
action of H given by

A-a = A + I,        A-d = A-I,       A-b = 0 A-c = 0,

B-a = q-]B,        B-d = qB, B-b = I,        B-c = 0,

C-a = q~lC,       C-d = qC, C-c = I,       C-b = 0,

and

I • x — e(x)I    for all x £ H.

Using the lemma we obtain a module algebra structure on the factor algebra
E of T(V) by the ideal generated by the following elements (we omit the tensor
signs):

AB-BA-2B,        AC-CA + 2C,

BC-q2CB- 1/(1 -q-2),        I - I.

Next we observe that the algebra E may be constructed as an iterated skew

polynomial ring

F[A] C F[A ,B]CF[A,B,C] = E.
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It follows that E has a basis consisting of monomials A'BjCk with i, j, k>

0.

Theorem. As a right H-module, E = E¡t(H/m). However, E is not isomorphic

to a submodule algebra of H° .

Proof. Since I = cH is a bi-ideal in H, E' - ann£ / is a submodule algebra

of E. We claim that E' = F[A, B]. Since A • c = B • c = 0 and E' is
a subalgebra, we see that F[A, B] ç E'. To prove the reverse inclusion first

note that for / G F[A, B] we have f = f • (ad - q~xbc) = f' • ad and / •
(ad - da) = f • (q~l - q)bc - 0, so / = /' • ad = /' • da. Now if e G E, we
can write e = ¿Z7=oe"C" with en £ F [A, B]. An easy induction shows that

C • c = (qn - q-")l(q - q-l)C"-x. Thus since F[A, B] • c = 0, we obtain

e • c = 5>„ • c)(C ■ a) + (en • d)(C" • c)

W =Y,(qn-q-n)/(q-q-l)(en-d)C"-i.

Hence, if em ̂  0 and m > 1, then em-d ^0, since em-da = em,so e • c ^ 0.
Therefore, £' = ^[^, 5].

Next we observe that E' = F[A, B] is the injective hull of H/m as an

(H¡I = 09(P))-module. This follows by comparing the action defined above
with that in §3.3 (replacing x, y, X, Yx in §3.3 by d, b, -A, and B,
respectively).

Now note that if e = ¿Z„=o e„C" £ E, with em ¿ 0, then by (*) e • cm is a

nonzero element of E'. Hence, E is an essential extension of E' and therefore

also of H/m . By the Theorem in §2.1, to show that E = EH(H/m) it is enough
to show that E-c = E. By (*) we see that E-c contains (F[A, B]-d)C for

all n,but F[A,B]-d = F[A,B] since f = f-ad for all feF[A,B]. This
shows that E S EH(H/m).

Finally to show that E is not isomorphic to a submodule algebra of H°

suppose that A', B', C are elements of H° such that

A'B' - B'Ä = 25',        A'C - C'A' = -2C

and

B'C'-q2C'B'= 1/(1 -q~2).

Then 2(2?'|1) = <y4'|l)(2ï'|l) - (B'\l){A'\l)gives (5'|1) = 0 and similarly
(C'|l) = 0. From the last equation we obtain the contradiction 0 = \/(\-q~2).

3.5. Remark. In §3.4 it does not seem possible to construct E using the Corol-

lary in §1.1. Note the ideal / is generated by a normal element of //, but this

ideal is not complemented by a subalgebra of H. On the other hand, the ideal
m , although complemented by the subalgebra F, does not have the AR prop-
erty.
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